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FLIES FOR THE

Rob Denson and friends serve up a deadly  
selection for stillwaters nationwide 

P H O T O G R A P H Y:  R O B  D E N S O N

SUMMER 
HOLIDAYS

W  HATEVER THE GREAT British summer 
throws at us this year, and wherever 
you’ve planned your stillwater summer 
offensive, the flies and advice  
over the next few pages will cover  
you for most eventualities. 

Alex Ferguson shares his latest flies and techniques to help 
you tempt those famous, grown-on Midlands beauties – and 
not a Blob or Booby in sight! If you’re heading west for Wales, 

George Barron proffers a selection that has served him well, 
both up in the hills and down in the valleys. Wullie Munn 
takes care of business in the central belt of Scotland, while 
Colin Riach heads further north and out to the isles with a 
selection to tempt summer stillwater trout, sea-trout and 
salmon. All that remains for me to do then is to offer  
you a general summer selection that travel well  
and have tempted fish from north to south.  
Oh, and to wish you all happy holidays, and tight lines! 

ROB DENSON
Rob Denson  

has fly-fished for trout for  
25 years, visiting all four 

corners of Britain and Ireland, 
combining his love of fly-tying, 

photography and  
a rolling wave.  Website:  
www.robdenson.co.uk

Cheeky Bugger
This is a relatively recent addition to the 

“Bugger’s Muddle” series, tied specifically 
with summer trout fodder in mind – 

terrestrials and sedges to be precise, many of 
which possess the tones represented here. 

The golden-pheasant body feather provides 
kicking “legs”, and another splash of warm 

summer tones. Don’t just think of this as a top 
dropper – it’s another great pattern for the 
tail, keeping the other flies high in the water.

Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175   
Rib Oval gold  Body Seal’s fur mix: fiery 

brown, russet, “ant black” and “fiery ginger”  
Body hackle Red/brown hen   

Shoulder hackle Golden-pheasant feather 
dyed orange  Cheeks Jungle-cock splits   

Head Natural deer hair   
Thread UTC 140 denier, black

Fiery Deer Hair 
emerger

If I were to limit myself to one 
stillwater dry/emerger pattern, then 
for me, the Fiery DHE would be it. It 
seems to matter not one jot whether 

the fish are targeting emergers, 
hapless, floundering terrestrials or 

freshly hatched buzzers or 
ephemerids, the Fiery DHE proves 
irresistible time and time again. As 
with the Cheeky Bugger, the warm 
summer livery is in keeping with the 
seasonal fauna. Rake the seal’s fur 
well up into the wing. The fly floats 

all day, no problem. 

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B100  
Body Seal’s fur mix: 50:50 fiery 

brown/“fiery ginger”  Thorax As 
body  Wing Natural deer hair  
Thread Red UTC 70 denier

Ginger Grizzle Ordie
A big, warm wind, thick, thick cloud, and an 11 ft rod in 
my hand is my idea of the perfect summer day afloat. 

It’s what summer and loch-style were invented for.  
Big winds call for flies with presence, and there’s none 
better than the Loch Ordie. This variant is tied with a 
rich, warm summer ginger, suggesting all manner of 
tumbling, drowning food. The dyed grizzle, with its 

lovely stripes and contrasts, gives the illusion of 
movement, amplifying the genuine movement of the 

soft hen. It’s an out-and-out top dropper pattern.

Hook Size 8-12 Kamasan B175 or 170   
Hackle Grizzle hen dyed ginger; tie in by the tip, short 

of the bend  Thread Black

Black Pearl Dabbler
This has elements of all my favourite Dabblers. The 

Default, Pearly, Dalehead, Redneck and Claret Dabblers 
are brought together in the Black Pearl. It’s effective in 
any position on the leader, though it’s more often than 
not deployed on the middle or tail, digging in, below a 

bushy bob-fly – perfect company for the Ginger Grizzle 
Ordie. Eminently suited to dark, peat-stained waters 

whatever the light, and clear waters on dark days. 

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B175 or B170  Tail Ginger 
cock  Rib Mirage  Body Seal’s fur mix: 50:50 black 

claret/“ant black”  Body hackle Furnace hen  Shoulder 
hackle Grizzle hen dyed red  Cloak Bronze mallard
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I have two bread-and-butter dry-flies for when the trout come on top. The 
Shuttlecock will be the answer on the hardest of days – fished on its own to 
cover fish rising in a flat calm (usually in a small size 14) or on the tail and in 
conjunction with a CDC Heather fly. I like them 10 ft apart. Degrease the 

leader well. There’s no need to mess about with floatant as the  
CDC keeps them afloat.

GEORGE BA R RON
Fulling Mill consultant, past 

Welsh Salmon & Trout 
Association chairman, IFFA 
president and Llanilar AA 

stalwart, George relocated to 
Wales in the mid ‘70s from 

Aberfeldy on the banks of the 
Tay. George has fished for 50 
years, his passion being wild 
brown trout, and tying flies to 
catch them, from Corrib to the 
mountain lakes of Snowdonia 

and beyond. George loves a 
competition, too, and has 
represented Wales in 15 

internationals, including spells 
as coach and captain.

COL IN R I ACH
Colin Riach has been fishing 

the lochs of his native 
Scotland for more than 40 
years. A fan of the visual 

aspect of fishing dry-flies and 
emergers, he has over the past 

few years been adding the 
dap to his favoured tactics.

Roag Dabbler 
The idea for this fly came when I collected all the most 

successful flies from the 17 anglers who fished the South 
Uist lochs with me for salmon and sea-trout in 2010. The 
collection was for the purpose of a group photograph, to 

go into the album of the trip. I noticed that a high 
proportion of the flies featured blue somewhere in the 
dressing. Several were also Dabblers. I decided to tie a 
blue Dabbler. The pattern has since gone on to enjoy 
considerable success, not least on its very first outing, 

when it landed a salmon on Loch Roag – hence  
its given name.

Hook Size 10 Kamasan B175  Tail Cock pheasant centre 
tail or bronze mallard  Body Bright-blue seal’s fur   

Hackle Palmered bright-blue cock  Rib Fine oval gold  
Wing/throat Cloaked bronze mallard   

Cheeks Two strands of orange krinkle mirrorflash 

At certain angles the orange mirrorflash transmits the 
underlying blue colour, giving interesting colour 

changes, which looks good to our eyes, at least. Fish it on 
the middle dropper behind a Muddler, Hog,  

or bushy bob-fly.  

Mill Dabbler 
On most of our sea-trout fishing 

trips to South Uist we have 
struggled to produce a tail fly with 

any kind of regular appeal – it’s 
usually all bob and middle fly action. 

Last year I made some progress 
with the tail position, finding a 

couple of Dabblers tied on size 12 
doubles that would catch more than 

an occasional fish. One was the 
black-and-gold micro straggle 

Dabbler – the UV version – that Rob 
Denson featured in T&S’s Fly of the 
month (February 2014). I made one 
change – using Glo-brite No. 5 floss 

for the tail, rather than bronze 
mallard. That fly took a grilse on 
Loch Bharp last year. The other 
started its life on Mill Loch, with  
a 2 lb sea-trout, and that name 

seemed as good as any. 

Hook Size 12 Kamasan B270   
Tail Bronze mallard  Body 

Holographic gold tinsel  Hackle 
Palmered badger cock, dyed scarlet  

Rib Fine oval gold tinsel  Wing/
throat Cloaked bronze mallard  
Head hackle Grizzle hen, dyed 

kingfisher blue   

Fred Astaire 
Over the past few years I have been 

fishing the dap regularly on many lochs 
for both brown trout and sea-trout. While 
flies imitating daddies in both shape and 
colour are highly effective dapping flies, I 
have no doubt that a lot of the time it is 

the shape and movement that attract the 
fish, rather than the colour. Colour may be 

secondary because the fly is largely in 
silhouette, added to which sea-trout are 
not primarily feeding in the lochs, but are 

often up for a chase. I approached the 
unquestionable allure of black-and-red 
flies to loch trout, and their improved 

visibility (to the angler) under many light 
conditions. I kept with the leggy profile of 
the daddy. There is no doubt in my mind 

that the way a daddy dabbles and dances 
like thistledown is a major draw… and 

Fred Astaire was born. 

Kate Muddler 
variant 

Kate McLaren Muddlers are nothing 
new and there are many 

variations. However, they are just 
about the single most effective 
catchers of loch sea-trout and 

brown trout. This particular variation 
has been my favourite bob-fly for 
the past couple of seasons on the 
sea-trout lochs, and I expect it will 

be again this season. 

Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175   
Tag Flat silver lurex  Tail Golden 

pheasant crest over Glo-brite floss 
no. 5  Body Black seal’s fur   

Hackle Palmered black cock   
Rib Oval silver tinsel   

Head Pale deer hair, dyed  
“West of Ireland” golden-olive  

Stack the deer hair before tying, and 
keep the tips short so they can be 
left untrimmed to make a collar.  

Hook Size 10-12 Partridge YK12ST sedge/caddis  
x long  Body Black foam cylinder, 1/8 in diameter  

Legs 6-8 knotted cock pheasant tail fibres,  
dyed black  Wings Two black cock hackles   

First hackle Dyed scarlet cock, tied full   
Second hackle Black cock, tied full 

Treat Fred with a non-greasy floatant, such as 
Tiemco Dry Magic, and watch him dance! 

Coch-yn-Las
I think this fly was originally 

conceived as a river pattern around 
mid and south Wales, quite possibly 

as a more slimmed-down version 
than the bulkier, more beetle-
looking wet-fly I tie for the wild 

Welsh mountain lakes today. It has a 
bit of everything in the dressing – to 
imitate, excite and ultimately catch 

some wild brownies off guard. 
Basically it is a wet Coch-a-Bonddu/

beetle variant. I often fish a size 12 
top dropper and a size 14 in the 

middle of a three-fly cast.

Hook Size 10-14 Fulling Mill 
competition heavyweight   

Butt Gold tinsel  Rib Fine gold wire
Body Two strands peacock herl tied 
as a rope  Wing Woodpigeon slips  
Hackles First, two turns magenta 

hen; second, two turns well-marked 
light furnace hen

Bibio (variant)
This is perhaps the most popular traditional wet-fly used by anglers on the 

Welsh hill lakes. There is no real need to mess around with the original 
dressing but I like to add wee bits to tweak things up and give more lifelike 
movement and extra colour; the jungle cock cheeks are optional. This one 

fishes anywhere on the cast – from either boat or bank – and is very effective 
as a tail fly if the wind is up.  

  
Hook Size 12-14 Fulling Mill competition heavyweight  Butt Silver tinsel   

Tail Golden-pheasant topping  Rib Silver wire  Body Black, red and black 
seal’s fur  Body hackle Palmered short black hen  Cheeks (optional) Jungle-

cock splits  Hackle Three or four turns longish natural hen

Shuttlecock
Hook Size 12-16 Fulling Mill grub  

Rib Brown Maxima nylon – tightly 
wound  Body Black tying thread  

Thorax Mix of black and red 
seal’s fur  Wing Six tips  

of natural CDC

Heather Fly
Hook Size 10-14 Fulling 

Mill short shank   
Rib UTC medium  

opal tinsel  Rear body 
black seal’s fur  Middle 

body Red seal’s fur   
Legs Dyed-red knotted 
pheasant tail, three each 

side  Wing Tips of six 
natural CDC feathers   
Head Black seal’s fur, 

brushed out
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A L E X F ERGUSON
A Scot abroad, honorary 

Leicesterman Alex Ferguson 
has been fly-fishing for 35 
years, gaining an intimate 
knowledge of the Midlands 

reservoirs on his doorstep. You 
can take the man out of 

Scotland, but you can’t take 
wild brown trout fishing out of 

the man, and Alex regularly 
travels further afield to Corrib, 

Caithness and Orkney in 
pursuit of his first love. Alex 

has a rare talent for combining 
pragmatism with flair and 

beauty in his tying. 

Skinny Damsel
On some Midlands reservoirs the 
damsel hatches can be huge, and 
after a prolonged period the fish can 
become exceptionally choosy. My first 

choice is the Skinny Damsel. However, the 
tying recipe I give here is a general one as I 

vary the colours. I’ll use various shades of olive, 
and hooks as light as the Hayabusa 373 to the 
anchor-like Partridge WHS and I sometimes tie an 
oval gold rib. When fish are getting fussy, depth, profile 

and colour are equally important and can mean the 
difference between a day of plucks and the odd fish and 

a day to remember. I’ll chop and change the hook 
weight, leader material and line density in order to try to 

find the perfect taking zone. 

Hook Size 10 Hayabusa 373, 761 or Partridge Wet Heavy 
Supreme (depending on weight required)   

Thread Uni-Thread 8/0, olive dun  Tail Olive marabou  
Body Olive seal’s fur  Rib Chartreuse UTC wire,  
“brassy” size  Hackle Cock partridge dyed olive

Olive Sedgehog
The Olive Hog is my favourite 

pattern when fish are taking damsel 
nymphs just under the surface. The 
wing provides buoyancy and traps 
air, giving a silvery glint and creates 

a “micro-bulge” in the film – 
something other buoyancy 
solutions can lack. Used in 

conjunction with the Skinny Damsel 
on a two-fly cast, and fished on a 
midge-tip, slow intermediate or 

floating line and either a 
fluorocarbon or standard mono 

leader, you can adjust its depth of 
presentation until the correct 

combination for the day is found. 
Again, the dressing I give is general, 
as I keep a few different shades in 
my box, with or without a hackle. 
Usually the retrieve should be a 

figure-of-eight, just quick enough to 
make the fly duck under the surface. 

Hook Size 10-12 Hayabusa 373  
Thread Uni-thread 8/0, “olive dun” 
or light olive  Tail Olive cock hackle 

fibres  Body Olive seal’s fur   
Wing Lightish roe deer hair   

Hackle (optional) Olive cock or 
cock partridge dyed olive

Mirage Snatcher
If you’re ever sitting in a boat during 

early summer in a mixed buzzer 
hatch and can’t work out whether 
the fish are rising to the medium-

sized dark brown buzzer or the tiny 
green one, the chances are they’re 
on the tiny green one. Perfect for a 
washing-line set-up, the Snatcher 

sits a few inches under the film and, 
due to the sparse hen hackle,  

gently pulses with life.
I prefer a nylon rib but on a size 14 
the bulk becomes a problem and 
light nylons offer little durability. 

 
Hook Size 12-14 Hayabusa 387  
Thread Uni-thread 8/0, black   

Body UTC opal mirage, medium  
Body hackle Copper olive hen, 

stripped down one side   
Rib 4 lb fluorocarbon, or fine silver 

wire  Cheeks Jungle cock  

Black-and-red Sedgehog
Getting a bit bored with the standard Midlands reservoir 

washing-line fare of Cruncher, Diawl Bach, FAB or 
Booby? Try a Sedgehog as your suspender of choice. 

This black-and-red version has been one of my top 
performers over the past few summers, whether fished 
static as a dry-fly, retrieved just under the surface as an 
emerger or popped, it works a treat on calmer days in 

the warmer months when fish are in the upper layers and 
picking off spent adult buzzers, emergers or 

terrestrials. Its versatility is that it suggests quite  
a few things well enough to quickly grab and  

hold an opportunist browser’s attention.

Hook Size 10-12 Hayabusa 373  Thread Black Uni-thread 
8/0  Body Seal’s fur, “ant black”/black claret mix with a 

little red ice dub towards head end  Wing Dark roe  
deer hair  Hackle Black hen dyed scarlet

W U L L I E M U N N
Ayrshire-based Wullie Munn 
has fished for trout with his 
own flies for 35 years. His 
stock-in-trade is wet-flies 

and dry-flies on the waters 
of the central belt, from 

Harelaw to Menteith, Carron 
and Leven, with regular 

trips to Scotland’s far-flung 
corners. Get up early if you 
want to find a better fly-tyer 
than Wullie. I’ve long been a 

fan of Wullie’s beautiful, 
well-thought-out creations. 
They’re tied for one thing, 

though – to catch fish, which 
I know they do.

Red Ant
This is my favourite pattern when 
adult red ants take to the wing to 

mate. The males die after mating – 
they are not good fliers, anyway – and 

the water surface can rapidly become littered 
with corpses, sending the trout into a feeding 
frenzy. Most of my local fisheries have nests of 
them, bringing tremendous sport most seasons. 
Don’t fish fine, as some of the takes are vicious.

Hook Size 12-16 dry-fly  Thread Rust brown  
uni, 6/0  Body Hareline micro fine dry fly dub –  
“red quill”  Wing White polypropylene  
yarn  Hackle Red game cock hackle,  
trimmed underneath

Claret Muddler
This one has outfished all other flies I’ve tried over the past three seasons on 

my local brown trout water. Even on the brightest days, which usually isn’t the 
best time to deploy claret, it still seems to draw them up. Rainbows are quite 

partial to it, as well, and I’ve even had perch with their dorsals out of the water 
chasing it on Harelaw reservoir. Great fun.

Hook Size 10-14 Kamasan B160  Thread Claret uni 8/0  Tail Globrite floss  
no. 7  Body Black claret seal’s fur  Rib Copper wire  Body hackle Claret hen 

stripped down one side  Head hackle Brown speckled hen neck   
Head Claret roe deer hair, and one strip of fine pearl mylar or  

mirage down each side, tied in before the head hackle 

Muddled Pearly Wickham’s 
This pattern has stood the test of time and is excellent when sedges are 
on the move. It is one of my favourites to use for sneaking up on trout 
feasting away close in. Pitched tight in to the reedbeds, it’s fantastic to 
see the water erupt just at the end of your retrieve. It works well out in 

the open water, too. Also works well with a green tail.

Hook Size 12-14 Kamasan B170  Thread Rust brown Uni 8/0   
Tail Globrite floss no. 7  Body Medium pearl mylar or mirage   
Rib Pearly thread (Madeira)  Body hackle Red game cock  

saddle  Wing Golden-pheasant secondary slips   
Head hackle Woodcock wing hackle  Head Natural roe deer

Gold Dabbler
This one was given to me by an old club member many moons ago and I’ve 

had excellent sport with it over the years. It is another cracker when  
sedges are on the move and it takes fish on the brightest days.  

The sunburst jungle-cock cheeks are my little twist.

Hook Size 10-12 Kamasan B175  Thread Red UTC 140  Tail Globrite 12  
Body Gold tinsel  Rib Oval gold  Body hackle Red game saddle hackle  

Head hackle Woodcock  Cloak Bronze mallard   
Cheeks Sunburst jungle-cock splits


